
We are excited to be sending you the first edition of the M+A Partners, Cromer 
newsletter. This newsletter is an opportunity for us to share the latest accountancy 
and tax updates, along with news that is more local to our Cromer office. 

We will be in touch with you on a quarterly basis and we hope that you find these 
newsletters to be a helpful source of information and advice.

Should you wish to see any particular topics covered in future issues, we would be 
pleased to hear from you - simply get in contact with the team using the details at 
the bottom of this newsletter.

Fifth SEISS Grant
The fifth Self-Employment Income Support Scheme (SEISS) grant is now 
open, covering the period May to September 2021. 

HMRC have published updated information on the eligibility criteria 
for the fifth grant, including a new ‘three step’ criteria and a requirement 
to provide two different turnover figures to determine the grant amount.

Help To Grow
The Help To Grow programme offers small and medium-sized 
businesses across the UK the opportunity to learn new skills, reach new 
customers and boost profits.

The scheme is divided into two parts - Help To Grow: Digital and  
Help To Grow: Management.
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Capital allowances
Capital allowances can be claimed when purchasing tangible capital 
assets to use within a business, enabling the cost to be written off 
against taxable income.

Businesses are now able to benefit from some significant measures 
that will allow them to lower their corporation tax bills while helping to 
stimulate business investment.

Tax and electric vehicles
Company cars usually come with a hefty benefit in kind charge which 
can often mean that they are not very tax efficient.

However, since company car tax was reformed in April 2020 to an 
emissions-based system, switching to an electric vehicle is now an 
attractive proposition.

Funding for farmers
The Farming in Protected Landscapes programme has been developed 
by Defra to offer funding to all farmers and land managers to support 
and improve Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), National 
Parks and the Broads.

The scheme will run from July 2021 to March 2024.

Norfolk County Council grants
Norfolk County Council offer a range of grants and funding to support 
businesses in our region.

We have compiled an overview of some of the funding options available.
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https://www.mapartners.co.uk

Our team
Our Cromer office is led by Ian Barber and is supported by a talented 
team with significant industry knowledge across a wide variety of sectors.

Although you will be in touch with your M+A Partners contact, it might 
be that you have never met in person - so we thought it would be nice to 
introduce you to the team.

Career opportunities
We have an exciting opportunity for an Accounts Assistant within our 
Cromer office.

Find out more about the role and how to apply.

MA Partners LLP  
12 Church Street Cromer Norfolk NR27 9ER 
 01263 513971 
 north.norfolk@mapartners.co.uk
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Speak to the team
Should you have any queries on the articles included in this newsletter, or require any other 
help or advice, please get in touch with your usual M+A Partners Cromer contact or email 
north.norfolk@mapartners.co.uk
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